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Our Senior boys, have learned to manage a farm in such a way that their future mates will not have
to keep their farm accounts.
Miss Brown and Miss Metcalf after having taught us as much English as they thought we could pos~
sibly absorb, and· fearing the future consequences of this problem, left our school to seek more learning
themselves. We now have the Haig Tribunal to arbitrate on all dormitory disputes, and our library has
become a new Smithsonian Institute.
Mr. Bengtson, Mr. McCall and Mr. Dietrich have stood the test of time and with their patience and en~
durance we have prospered luxunantly.
Our happy three years are closing with this elaborate Junior-Senior banquet. Thus we depart from
the scenes of our school days, with gratitude in our hearts towards Mr. Selvig who has superintended our
school career, and toward our faculty who have trained our minds and our lives, and with love for our
Alma Mater which is sendin; us forth well-prepared to commence our real life.

CLASS PROPHECY
Henry Rud, '16.
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s I was sitting in the twilight in a lonesome revene,
I looked into the future, into 1943,
And I saw my loved classmates of the
, 16 senior yearThen, worthy friends, if you will listen,
of their fortunes you shall hear.
immie as the superintendent of the
Northwest School and Station,
Has made himself a name that is known
throughout the nation.
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professor of dietetics

IS

the worthy

William Ash.
He is fast becoming famous for his
scientific hash.

ildur Lindfors is preceptress at this
Aggie School so great.
She makes the girls regret it if they
stay out very late.

lma Nettum's a great professor; at the
A. C. she does teach

dmer bfjord's musical talent is the
greatest in the land,

The wonders of Domestic Science-of
foods and cooking she does
preach.

He is now the great director of the
famous Buxton band.

artin Stenseth is famous as the A. C.
football coach,

loyd Stewart is a student of the Paris
School of Art.

And no team by strength or science on
his great men encroach.

And of every great exhibit his drawings are a part.

lanche Morrison's a great pianist.
has now been given charge

She

live has been chosen Governor as the
women's candidate;

Of the A. C. music courses, and her
ch,ses are quite large.

The reforms she introduces are in the
interest of the state.

